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Abstract This research examines the cultural values in the Sariga tradition from Muna in Indonesia. Muna is one of the tribes in Southeast Sulawesi, Indonesia. Muna is rich in regional culture and upholds customs in the process of life in society. Education in the Muna community is not only focused at school. However, from childhood to adulthood has been educated in a family environment with a cultural approach. The cultural approach in this case, the young generation in Muna society was introduced to know the types of culture that exist in their area, one of the aim is that the values contained in the local tradition can be embedded in them. One of tradition that has cultural values is the Sariga tradition. The problem in this research is "what cultural values are contained in the Sariga tradition from Muna in Indonesia?" The aim of this research is to describe the cultural values contained in the Sariga tradition from Muna in Indonesia. The methods used are the ethnographic method, cultural research method, and field method. The theories used in this research are theory, culture, local wisdom, oral tradition, and cultural values. The results showed that, there are several cultural values contained in the Sariga tradition, namely religious values, family values, beauty values, mutual cooperation values, education values, and economic values.
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1. Introduction

The Indonesian people have character values that are reflected in the tradition and customs adopted by the society until now. Life values taught in local locality become the moral base in every action and behavior of the society. The values of local wisdom which make diversity of the nation can coexist in peacefulness and unity. The values of local wisdom in a society become something held in high esteem by certain people. Various methods are used so that local values continue to live and survive in society. Over time and increasing globalization, it does not rule out the possibility of local values to change by the times. In the Muna community, local values are applied in each particular tradition which is conveyed through traditional actors who are competent in their respective fields.
The process of education based on local cultural in Muna community has been going on for a long time and has been applied for generations and the process of inheritance has continued from one generation to the next generation. Until now the process of education based on cultural traditions is still maintained but as a result of the development of technology slowly began to fade. Education through local traditions in the Muna community is carried out by the traditional actors who are trusted by the community as having knowledge of the values of character in the local wisdom.

One of oral tradition that has many values is the Sariga tradition. The Sariga tradition is a teaching given for humans to be grateful of Allah SWT creation. The teachings of the Sariga tradition teach that humans were created in the world not by chance, but that some created them to be born in this world. However, by the times, this tradition began to erode and almost no implementation in the Muna community. That is why this research is very important to carry out.

2. Research Methods

The approach used in this research is a qualitative approach. The reason for using this approach is because it wants to describe data or research targets as a whole without reducing or isolating the phenomenon of the Sariga tradition in Muna society.

Creswell [1] explains that a qualitative approach focuses on information about the main phenomenon (central phenomenon) in general that explored in research, study participants, and research locations.

The method used in this research is ethnographic research method and cultural research method. Ethnographic method is used to uncover and describe the socio-cultural context of the Sariga tradition from Muna tribe [2]. While cultural research methods are used to look at the phenomena that occur as a whole of the Sariga tradition [3].

3. Results And Discussion

Based on the findings in the field, there are several values contained in the Sariga tradition from Muna tribe, namely religious values, educational values, family values, beauty values, mutual cooperation values, and economic values.

Endraswara [4] explains that culture is something that lives, develops, and moves towards a certain point.

Koentjaraningrat [5] mentions that there are seven elements of culture that can be found in all nations of the world. The seven elements that we can say the principal of each culture in the world are: (1) language, (2) knowledge systems, (3) social organization, (4) living equipment and technology systems, (5) living livelihood systems, (6) religious system, (7) artistry.

Hutomo [6] The term of oral tradition is a translation of the oral tradition. With this concept, the same as its understanding with folklore, the difference only lies in the action that is transmitted orally, which is sometimes followed by action.

Hereinafter he explained that there were three types of verbal statements, namely: (1) the birth of a witness; (2) oral traditions (specifically); and (3) hearsay.
Lord [7] oral traditions are things spoken in society. The purpose of that explanation is in conveying the oral tradition, the oral element for the speaker and the listening element for the recipient are the keywords of the oral tradition. The speaker does not write what is spoken and the recipient does not read what he receives. However, the concept of Lord emphasizes more on the oral process that occurs in the form of traditional activities.

Sibarani [8] oral tradition is the traditional cultural activity of a society which is passed down through generations with oral media from one generation to another, both traditions in the form of words (verbs) or non-verbal (non-verbal).

Vansina [9] in general, oral tradition as all kinds of verbal information in the form of reports about something that happened in the past, becomes a histology from the past, and information about how it is interpreted. Information in the oral tradition concerns verbal messages in the past that are spoken, sung or delivered through music and sounds.

Deidre A. Kramer [10] which shows the function of wisdom is as follows: (1) solutions to problems faced by yourself, (2) giving advice to others, (3) managing institutions social, (4) examine life, (5) spiritual introspection.

Kuntoro [11] local wisdom is used to indicate the existence of a concept that in local socio-cultural life there is a nobleness, height of values, truth, goodness and beauty that are valued by citizens so that it is used as a guide or guideline for building relationships pattern between citizens or as a basis for building the goals of their lives to be realized. Local wisdom is a characteristic or excellence possessed by each region that can be utilized to build Indonesian human civilization.

Sibarani [12] local wisdom is the original source or information of the society that is related to the noble values of cultural traditions to get the order of people's lives.

Sedyawati [12] oral traditions become habitual deposits that become norms or rules that are agreed upon and carried out by the society in daily life.

The Sariga tradition is a form of ritual that is implemented in the Muna community when a domestic life has been blessed with a pair of children between a boy and a girl. If in one family already has children between men and women, the person concerned will carry out the Sariga ritual by summoning the customary head who understands in the implementation of the Sariga tradition.

Marta de la Torre [13] Values are most often used in one of two senses: first, as morals, principles, or other ideas that serve as guides to action (individual and collective); and second, in reference to the qualities and characteristics seen in things, in particle snake the positive characteristics (actual and potential).

Furthermore Marta de la Torre [14] explains that sociocultural values are at the traditional core of conservation - values inherent in an object, building, or place because it has meaning for people or groups social because of age, beauty, art, or relationships with people or events that are significant or (vice versa) contribute to the process of cultural relations. There are several parts of socio-cultural values, namely: (1) historical value, (2) symbolic value, (3) social value, (4) spiritual/religious value, (5) aesthetic value.

A sociologist Talcott Parson, argue that values is "the most important element of social life". Psychologically, Rokeach sees values as "personal disposition as well as attitude, but deeper than attitude even becomes the basis for attitude". As for Hofstede's view of values as "a broad tendency to choose one thing over another" [14].

Another formulation of values described by Halstead and Taylor [15] values according to both have many formulas that are usually associated with something that is considered "good" in him, such as beauty, truth, love, honesty and loyalty, and value as a social or personal choice. Both then explain, the term value is usually used to show the principles, basic beliefs,
ideals, living standards that guide behavior, or reference points in making decisions or evaluations of beliefs or actions, related to integrity and personal identity.

Values help individuals understand, decide, and even exist. Values endow individuals with a normative language that allows them to distinguish and judge their own behavior. And this allows them to decide on courses of action, and to preserve self-esteem and values help society to convey information, facilitate coordination, and give the group an identity. Precisely because they share values, the members of a society can interpret the behavior of other members and establish expectations about it. Through the sharing and communication of values, the behavior of individuals can be coordinated and made cohesive. Building a community essentially involves aligning people with shared values [16].

Bertens [17] there are three characteristics of values in oral tradition, namely: (1) values related to the subject, which means that if there are no subjects to judge, there is no value either, (2) values appear in a practical context in which the subject wants to make something, and (3) the value concerns the attributes added by the subject to the properties possessed by the subject.

Koentjaraningrat [18] cultural values is a value system that refers to the good and bad behavior of the society based on its practice of the value system used as a way of life. The way of life concerns human nature in relation to oneself, other human beings, nature, and His creator [19]. There are several values of life in society that are used as guidelines in social life, namely: (1) family values, (2) religious values, (3) social values, (4) beauty values, (5) economic values, (6) political values, (7) mutual cooperation value.

Culture Values in Sariga Tradition From Muna Tribe.

a. Religious Value

The religious value contained in the Sariga tradition in terms of human relations with the creator of God Almighty, God the creator of heaven and earth and its contents. The religious value contains the way how humans get closer to Allah SWT through prayer and gratitude. Prayers performed by the Sariga ritual performers together with the people involved in the Sariga tradition beg God to always given health, to be give with sustenance, blessed with all the activities for life in the world, and always protected from spirits evil and all acts of evil that will be close to him.

b. Educational Value

The educational value contained in the Sariga tradition from Muna tribe is reviewed from the oaths given by ritual performers to children in Sariga, so that they always respect their parents, siblings, neighbors, and society in general. The ritual performers advised them to become pious children and be dedicated to their parents.

c. Family Value

The family value contained in the Sariga tradition is viewed in terms of the relationship between society members. In the implementation of the Sariga tradition, the society starts from the sub-district head, the village head, community leaders, traditional leaders, and they hold deliberations to determine decisions together and then involve society members by helping together to realize the activities of the Sariga tradition.

d. Beauty Value

The value of beauty in the Sariga tradition is reviewed of aesthetics, beauty in the Sariga tradition is manifested in the form of traditional clothes used by ritual practitioners and the society involved in the implementation of the Sariga tradition. Besides that, another beauty was also shown by the presence of local silat which was carried out by several people in closing the traditional activities.
e. Mutual Cooperation Value
The value of mutual cooperation in the Sariga tradition from Muna tribe is viewed from togetherness in completing the process of implementing the tradition from beginning to the end. The society supports the continuity of the tradition in an orderly and peaceful manner until it is finished. This reflects the concern of the society care between fellow people.

f. Economic Values
The economic value in the Sariga tradition from Muna tribe is viewed from the society who come to watched the Sariga ritual, they give a sum of money wrapped in white paper. People who watched the ritual voluntarily give monetary contributions without being asked.

4. Conclusion

Based on the result of the research, it can be concluded that the Sariga tradition from Muna tribe in Muna District, Southeast Sulawesi Province, needs to be preserved because it is almost no longer practiced and most of the Muna people are not familiar with the tradition. Furthermore, the importance of the Sariga tradition is preserved because it has very interesting cultural values to be maintained so that it can be created a harmonious life in the society.

There are several cultural values contained in the Sariga tradition, namely religious values, educational values, family values, beauty values, mutual cooperation values, and economic values. Encounter the development of today's which goes by so fast and technological sophistication, where individuals are more busy by prioritizing their personal interests so that the lifestyle of mutual assistance, mutual help, are very rare in the society environment in general. Therefore, the Sariga tradition is very necessary and important for its existence to remain alive in the Muna community, even the cultural values in the Sariga tradition can be spread in various regions other than the Muna community whose multi-cultural lifestyle in order to maintain harmonious relations among members of the community.
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